OFFICE MEMORANDUM


The undersigned is directed to say that the validity period of MHA Car Parking Label for the year 2021, will expire on 31.12.2021. Therefore, the vehicles bearing MHA Car Parking Label for year 2021 will face difficulty, while entering into the premises of North Block and Government building under MHA Security Cover, and they will rush to the Pass Cell for immediate renewal of their MHA Parking Label for the year 2022. In such scenario, it will be difficult for Pass Cell to manage the huge rush of applicants for issuing MHA Car Parking Label for the year 2022.

Therefore, it has been decided with approval of competent authority to extend the validity of MHA Parking Label for the year 2021 up-to **28.02.2022**, so that, neither the Vehicle bearing MHA Parking Label for the year 2021 will face difficulty nor the Pass Cell will be overburdened. During the period, the applicants are requested to get their New MHA parking Label for the year 2022.

To,

1. All Ministries/Departments of Govt. of India.
2. All States’ Resident Commissioners.
3. DIG (GBS), CISF
4. Commandant, SSF